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The Journal of Korean Medical Science (JKMS) changed its online submission system to the Editorial Manager® powered by the Aries Systems from 1 October 2017. In 2017, the submissions through the old system were 910 and the new system were 227, total 1,137. A total of 320 (28.1%) of them were overseas submissions. Overall accept rate was 27.8% in 2017. All of the submissions were previewed and about half of them were requested to peer review. A total of 1,232 reviewers were invited and 544 of them finished reviews. They were scored from 1 to 5 (5 is the best) for their review activities.

The JKMS sincerely appreciates contributions of peer reviewers who critically reviewed and sent us their constructive comments. Thanks to their academic contributions, JKMS can publish quality articles and invite global readers. We expect continuous good reviews that can make JKMS more academic credits.

In this issue, JKMS is publishing a list of peer reviewers who contributed in 2017. JKMS is forming a scholarly community for academic advancement in medicine with authors, reviewers, and readers.
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